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Canonical Extensions Of Homeomorphisms 

by 

*) T.A. Chapman 

1, Introduction 

Let the Hilbert cube Q be denoted by IL 1 L , where each I. is the 
1= 1 1 

closed interval [-1,1], and lets= IT. 1 I~, where each I~ is the open 
1= 1 1 

interval (-1 ,1 ). By a Hilbert cube manifold (or Q-manifold) we mean a 

separable metric space having an open cover by sets homeomorphic to 

open subsets of Q and by a Frechet manifold (or F-manifold) we mean a 

separable metric space having an open cover by sets homeomorphic to s 

(see [14] for a sUlilIIlary of results on Q-manifolds and [5] for references 

to papers showing that all separable infinite-dimensional Frechet spaces 

are homeomorphic to the Frechet spaces). We remark that in the sequel 

all spaces will be assumed to be separable and metric. 

For any spaces A and T we use the notation 

E(A,T) = {f: A+ T f is an embedding}, 

H(T) = {feE(T,T) I f(T) = T}. 

(All function spaces will have the compact-open topology.) 

Let X be an F-manifold, KcX be a compact set, and let 

be defined by p(f) = fiK, for all feH(X). It follows immediately from 

the homeomorphism extension theorem of [7] that p has a local cross

section at idK (the identity mapping on K), i.e. there exists a neigh

borhood U of idK in E(K,X) and a (not necessarily continuous) function 

q: U ➔ H(X) 

such that p0q = i~. This simply means that any embedding f: K ➔ X which 

is sufficiently close to idK admits an extension to an element of H(X). 

The main result of this paper is Theorem 5,1, which implies that the 

local cross-section q can be canonically (i.e. continuously) constructed. 

*) Supported in part by NSF Grant GP 14429. 
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Theorem 5.1 also implies an analogous result for Q-manifolds (with some 

limitations) which we describe below. 

Following [2] we say that a closed subset A of a space Tis a Z-set 

in Tiff for each non-null and homotopically trivial open set U in T, 

u\A is also non-null and homotopically trivial. Let Y be a Q-manifold, 

KcY be a compact Z-set, and let 

Z(K,Y) = {fEE(K,Y) I f(K) is a Z-set}. 

Consider the natural function 

p': H(Y) ·+ Z(K,Y) 

defined by p'(f) = fiK, for all fEH(Y). The homeomorphism extension 

theorem of [8] implies that there exists a (not necessarily con1:,inuous) 

local cross-section of p' at idK, We prove in Section 5 that we ,:::annot 

always construct a continuous local cross-section of p' at idK. (We 

remark that this is strictly an infinite-dimensional phenomenon associated 

with Q-manifolds, emphasing the intuitive fact that Q-manifolds have 

"dense boundaries". Indeed if M is a finite-dimensional manifold with 

boundary aM and K = {point}cM\8M, then we can clearly find a neighbor

hood U of idK in E(K,M) and a continuous function q: U + H(M) such that 

q(f)IK = f, for all fEU,) However we can restrict ourselves to a dense 

subspace of Z(K,Y) for which the local cross-section can be con·cinuously 

constructed. 

In [6] it was shown that any Q-manifold Y satisfies Y ·= 't:XQ ( 11 == " 

means "is homeomorphic to"). As in [ 13] this can be used to show that 

every Q-manifold Y contains dense F-manifolds X such that X sits in Y 

roughly ass sits. in Q. Precisely this means that there exists a homeo

morphism of Y onto YxQ which takes X onto Yxs. We call such a pair (X,Y) 

a manifold pair, It follows from [73] that if (X,Y) is a manifold pair, 

then any compact set KcX is a Z-set in both X and Y. Thus we have 

E(K,X)cZ(K,Y). Let 

* H (Y) = {fEH(Y) I f(X) = X} 

and let 
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p': H*(Y) + E(K,X) 

be the natural function given by restriction, Then Theorem 5, '1 implies 

that p' has a continuous local cross-section at idK, 

The remainder of the paper is concerned with applications of 

Theorem 5,1 to certain spaces of maps (Le. continuous functions), em

beddings, and homeomorphisms. We give below brief descriptions of SJme 

of the results obtained, 

1. Applications to spaces of maps and embeddings. Let AOcAnX, where AO 
and A are compacta (AO 'f A) and Xis an F-manifold. In [i9] it was shown 

that the space C(A,X) of maps of A into Xis an F-manifold, In Theorem 6.1 

we prove: 

(i) E(A,X) ';;; C(A,X), and therefore E(A,X) is also an F-manifold, 

(ii) the space EA of embeddings of A into X which are pointwise 
0 

fixed on AO is also an F-manifold. 

In Theorem 6.2 we establish some results concerning mappings and em

beddings into Q-manifolds: 

(iJ the space of maps C(A,Y), where A is a non-degenerate com

pactum and Y is a Q-manifold, is an F-manifold, 

(ii) using the notation above, E(A,Y) = C(A,Y), and therefore 

E(A,Y) is also an F-manifold. 

We remark that these techniques do not give an analogue of Theorem 6.1 

(ii) for Q-manifolds. 

2. Applications to homeomorphism groups of Q-manif'olds. Let Y be a 

Q-manifold and let KcY be a compact Z-set. In Theorem 7,2 we use 

Theorem 5.1 to show that there exists a neighborhood G of Kin Y, a 

neighborhood U of idy in H( Y), and a continuous deformation of U into 

In Corollary 7, 3 we use this to show that if Y is compact, then H( Y>-[O, 'I)) 

is locally contractible. In Question 7,4 we pose the open problem, is the 

homeomorphism group of a compact Q-manifold locally contractible? 
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For any 1fold Y 1t fellows frcm the a.pparatt~s ._., i.20 

H v •s. It~= shewn 1n ~~ that for the man1fc::..d pa:r 

s' (Q)xs. in Theorem 7,5 we show that for any manifc~d 

r X,Y , (L;;;; 

Let 

of al.::. sms cf then-cell 

pointwise fu:ed, It is well-kr..cwn that and Mas:in 

3] has shewn that :s an AR :metric ... il .. nderson [3] has sh.::v.rn that 

( I - s ar .. d 
. , , t ,_ •• . ~n . ~ :.t has cee:1 c:nJecturea ... eat n'"'\J. ) = s, n 

V 

[ ,, ~ ,. 
:;, J. ln 

Corollary 8.2 we use Theoren-1 6. 1 and a selection the~rern 0f M:2~""Se [24] 

concern spaces elf arcs _l t-:: obtain a shcrt bl1t n.::-n-elementa.:ry _l pr-~of 

cf ~A.nders8n? s resu.l't. 1l1he lack -~f an analog·ue of r.il-.Jrse 's select i-.)n 

theorem for spaces of n-cells (n ~ 2 is precisely why this process does 

not prove that In) = s, fer all n ,. 1. In the connection see 1~uest1or. 

8. 3, 

We mal{e some remarks ::oncerning notation to be used in the sequel. 

For products XxY we will use Px to denote projection onto X and for any 

yEY we define i°x,y!: X-+ XxY by (idX,y)(x) = (x,y), for all X<':X. Fc:,:r 

nroducts we use n. to denote pro:iection onto X .. We wi.ll use 
r ::.= 1 - 1 - l 

I( X to denote the space of ambient invertible isotopies of X onto 1 t-

self, i.e. I(X) is the space of level-preserving homeomorphisms of x~r 
onto itself, where I= [O,:]. If 8d(X), then we let 6tEH(Xi den)c:e -:he 

homeomorphism 

8 Px 
X><I---- X, 

for all t€I. If F: X><I ➔ Y 1s any fu.'1ction, then we let Ft: X ... Y be 

the function 

for all tEI. 

( . d._ + ' l -J(, ~ ) 

X ----+- Xx I 
F 

For A a subset of a space X we let 

Y, 
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and if A= {x}, for some xEX, we let HA(X) = Hx(X), We also use the 

notation H(A,X) for the space of homeomorphisms of A onto X. 

It should be pointed out that we will be predominately concerned 

with homeomorphism groups of Q-manifolds, and in these cases the homeo

morphism groups are known to be topological groups [10]. 

2. Canonical properties of absolute retracts 

The main result of this section is Theorem 2,3, where we establish 

a canonical property of ARs (metric). This will be used in the proof 

of Theorem 4.1. We first establish two easy lemmas. 

Lemma 2. 1 , Let X be ~ metric space, Y be ~ AR, and let AcY be -!Ompact, 

Then there exists a continuous function a: Xx E(A,X) ➔ Y such that 

o.(f(a) ,f) = a, 

for all aEA and fEE(A,X). 

Proof. Let R be the space of reals and let 

C = {fEC(A,R) I f(a) = 0 for at most one element aEA}, 

c0 = {fEC I f(a) = 0 for exactly one element aEA}, 

Then C is a metric space and it is easily verified that c0 is a closed 

subset of C. Define~: c0 ➔ A by ¢(f) = a, where f(a) = O. It is easily 

seen that~ is continuous, Since Y is an AR (metric) we can extend$ to 

a continuous function¢: C ~ Y. Choose any metric d for X and define a 

function 

8: Xx E(A,X) + C(A,R) 

by 8(x,f)(a) = d(x,f(a)). Clearly e is continuous, 

Note that the image of 8 lies in C. Thus we can define a.: Xx E(A,X)..,. Y 

by a= <i>-8. For any aEA and fe:E(A,X) we have 

a(f(a),f) = ¢(8(f(a),f)) = ~(8(f(a),f)) = a, 

which is what we wanted. 
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In Lemma 2.1 we allowed the subset of X on which we constructed 

the extension to vary. In Lemma 2.2 we fix the subset. 

Lemma 2. 2. Let Y be an AR and let AcY be compact. Then there exists ~ 

continuous function S: C(A,Y) ➔ C(Y,Y) ~ that ¢(f)IA = f, for all 

fEC(A, Y). 

Proof. Without loss of generality Y can be assumed to be a closed sub

set of a convex subset of a normed linear space (see [12], page 79), The 

usual proof of Dugundji's generalization of Tietze's Extension Theorem 

yields a continuous function¢: C(A,Y) ➔ C(Y,C) such that ¢(f)JA = f, 

for all fEC(A,Y) (see [12], page 78). Let r: C ➔ Y be a retraction. Then 

Scan be defined by S(f) = ro¢(f), for all fEC(A,Y), It clearly fulfills 

our req_uirement s. 

Theorem 2, 3. Let X be _§: metric space, Y be an AR, and let A be .§_ compact 

metric space. Then there exists.§:_ continuous function 

¢: E(A,X) X E(A,Y) ➔ C(X,Y) 

such that ¢(f,g)\f(A) = gof- 1 , for all (f,g)EE(A,X)xE(A,Y). 

Proof. Choose any g 1EE(A,Y) and let A1 = g 1(A). It follows from Lemma 2,1 

that there exists a continuous function a: E(A1 ,X) ➔ C(X,Y) such that 
. -1 

a( f) I f(A 1 ) = f , for all fEE(A 1 ,X). Using Lemma 2, 2 there exists a 

continuous function S: C(A1 ,Y) ➔ C(Y,Y) such that S(f)IA1 = f, for all 

fEC(A1 ,Y). Define¢: E(A,X) x E(A,Y) ➔ C(X,Y) by 

-1 -1 ¢(f,g) = S(gag 1 )~a(f.g 1 ), 

for all (f,g)EE(A,X)xE(A,Y). It is easily seen that¢ fulfills our re

q_uirements. 

3, A canonical mapping replacement theorem 

Let A be completely metrizable and separable, A0 cA be closed, and 

let X be an F-manifold. In [7] it was shown that any continuous function 

f: A ➔ X,· for which f\A0 is a Z-embedding (i.e. f\A0 is a homeomorphism 
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of A0 onto a Z-set in X) , can be approximated by Z-embeddings g: A . .,. X 

for which gJA0 = fjA0 . We will need the following canonical version of 

this for compacta. 

Theorem 3.1. Let A be~ compact metric space, A0cA be closed, X be §Q_ 

F-manifold, and let 

c*(A,X) = {fEC(A,X) I fjA0 is 1-1}. 

Then there exists~ continuous function¢: c*(A,X)"I + c*(A,X) such that ----* . 
for each fEC (A,X) and tE(0,1], ¢t(f)EE(A,X), ~o(f) = f, and 

¢ t ( f) I A0 = f I A0 • 

Proof. It follows from [6] that there exists a homeomorphism h: X -+ Xxs, 

* For each fEC (A,X) and each integer i > 0 let 

a.(f) = glblt 
l 

13 ( f ) = 1 ub { t 
l 

tEp" ,p h-f(A)}, 
l S 

It is easy to see that we can continuously assign 

unique piecewise-linear homeomorphism 6.(f): r? ➔ 
l l 

e , ( f )( ( cc ( f )-1 ) / 2) = - ~ and e ( f )( 13. ( f) ) = ~. Let 
l l l l 

to each fEC*(A,X) a 

IO which satisfies 
1. 

6(f)EH(sJ be defined 

coordinatewise by 6(f) = e1 (f)xe 2 (r)x, .. and note that 

* for all fEC (A,X). 

It follows from [ 1] that there exists a homeomorphism k: s ..,. s, xs 2 

which satisfies k(TI:=1[-~,~J)cs 1x{O}, where s 1 and s 2 are copies of s. 

Using the mapping replacement theorem of [7], as described in the comments 

above, we can easily construct a continuous function F: A x l ·? s2 such 

that 

( 1) Ft (Ao) = {O}, for all tEI, 

(2) Fo(A) = {O}, and 

(3) for each tE(0,1], Ft!A"-Ao gives a closed embedding of A'-.A0 into 

s 2 '-...{o}. 
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For each fEC*_(A,X) and tEI we let 

It can be routinely verified that¢ fulfills our requirements. 

4. A canonical homeomorphism extension theorem for Q 

In [2] it was shown that if K1 ,K2cs are compacta and h: K'. -,- K2 is 

a homeomorphism, then h can be extended to a homeomorphism of Q onto 

itself. We will need the following canonical version of this result, It 

will be used only in the proof of Theorem 5.1. 

Theorem 4. 1. If A is a compact metric space, then there exists 

tinuous function 

¢: E(A,s) x E(A,s) + H(Q) 

such that for each (f,g)EE(A,s)xE(A,s), ¢(f,g)(s) =sand 

¢(f,g)[f(A) = g,f- 1 

a con-

Proof. Using the techniques in the proof of Theorem 3. we can easily 

construct a continuous function a: E(A,s) + H( Q,Q 1 :sQ2 ) such that for 

each fEE(A,s), a(f)(s) = s 1~s 2 and a(f)(f(A))cQ/{OL Similarly let 

13: E(A,s) + H(Q,Q1:"'Q2 ) be a continuous function such that for each 

gEE(A,s), S(g)(s) = s,"s2 and 13(g)(g(A))c{o}x:Q2 • (Here Q. and Q2 are 

copies of Q and s 1 ,s2 are the corresponding copies of s.) 

Using Theorem 2.1 let 

be a continuous function such that y(f,g)jf(A) 

(f,g)EE(A,Q1 )xE(A,s 2 ). Similarly let 

be a continuous function such that o(f,g)!f(A) 

(f,g)EE(A,Q2 )xE(A,s 1 ). 

-1 = g,f 

for all 

for all 
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For any (f,g)eE(A,s)xE(A,s) it clearly follows that 

Define T(f,g) to be the uniQuely defined homeomorphism of Q1xQ2 onto 

itself such that for each xeQ 1, T(f,g) [ {x}xs 2 : {x}xs2 + {x}xs2 is 

linear and 

T(f,g)(x,O) = (x,y(pQ oa(f),pQ oS(g))(x)), 
1 2 

Similarly let µ(f,g) be the uniQuely defined homeomorphism of Q1xQ2 onto 

itself such that for each xeQ2 , µ(f,g)(s 1x{x}) = s 1x{x} and 

lJ ( f, g) ( 0, X) = ( 0 ( p Q o f3 ( g) ,p Q a Cl ( f) ) ( X) , X) , 
2 1 

Now for each (f,g)eE(A,s)xE(A,s) define 

which clearly fulfills our reQuirements. 

5. A canonical homeomorphism extension theorem for manifold pairs 

We now state and prove the main theorem of this paper. It is con

cerned with manifold pairs (X,Y) and the existence of canonical extensions 

of homeomorphisms between compacta in X to homeomorphisms of Y. In part 1 

of the theorem we show that if a canonical homotopy is given joining the 

two embeddings, then a canonical homeomorphism extension exists. Part 2 

of the theorem is a relative version of part 1, where the given embeddings 

are chosen close enough so that a canonical homotopy joining them exists, 

thus reducing it to part 1. As pointed out in the Introduction, parts 

1 and 2 are canonical versions for compacta of the homeomorphism extension 

theorem of [ 'T]. 

In Theorem 5.2 we prove that in some cases, the use of manifold pairs 

in Theorem 5.1 is necessary, even the relative version of part 2. 
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Theorem 5,1. Let (X,Y) be.§. manifold pair, A be~ compact metric space, 

and let c*(AxI,X) = {FEC(AxI,X)IFo, F1EE(A,X)}. 

( 1 ) 

( 2) 

* There is a continuous function ¢: C (Ax I ,X) ➔ I ( Y) such that for 

* each FEC (AxI,X) and tEI, ¢(F)t(X) = X, ¢(F) 0 = id1 , and 

¢ ( F) 1 IF O (A) = F 1 0 F~ 1 . 

If AcX, then there is.§: neighborhood U of idA in E(A,X) and.§: ..£2.Q.=_ 

tinuous function 0: U ➔ I(Y) such that for each fEE(A,X) and tEI, 

0(f)t(X) = X, e(r) 0 = idy, and 8(f) 1 IA= f. 

Proof. Since (X,Y) is a manifold pair there exists a homeomorphism of Y 

onto YxQ which takes X onto Yxs. We can use the techniQues of the proof 

of Theorem 3,1 to obtain a continuous function 

such that for each FEC*(AxI,X), a(F)(F(AxI))cYxQ,x{o} and a(F)(X) = 

= Yxs 1xs 2 , where Q1, Q2 are copies of Q and s 1 ,s2 are the corresponding 

copies of s. Clearly there exists an element ¢;EI(YxQ1xQ2 ) such that 

(¢;) 0 = idYxQ xQ (¢ 1)1(YxQ 1x{O}) = YxQ 1x{(LL ... )}, and (¢ 1)t(x,y,z) = 
1 2' 

* = (x,y,z' ), for all (x,y,z)EYxQ1xQ2 and tEI. For each FEC (AxI,X) and 

tEI let 

which defines a continuous function ¢1 : c*(AxI,X) ➔ I(Y) which satisfies 

¢1(F)t(X) = X, for all F and t (with the corresponding choice having 

* * been made for ¢1 ). If we then define 6: C (AxI,X) ➔ C (AxI,X) by 

0 < t < l 
- 2 

~ < t < 1, 

then Sis a continuous function such that S(F) 0 = F0 and S(F) 7nS(F) 0 = 0, 
* for all FEC ( Ax I ,X). 
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Using Theorem 3,1 we can construct a continuous function 

* y: C (AxI,X) + E(Ax[-1,2],X) 

* such that for each FEC (Ai><I,X), y(F) 0 = S(F) 0 and y(F) 1 = S(F) 1. Let 

h: Y+YxQ be a homeomorphism such that h(X) = Yxs and use the open em

bedding theorem of [ 15 J to obtain an open embedding k: Yx ( Q '-.{ p} )+Q, 

where pEQ,s. The apparatus of [13] enables us to make adjustments on k 

to additionally req_uire that k(Yxs) = k(Yx(Q\{p}))ns. Thus for each 

FEC*(AxI,X) we have kohoy(F)EE(Ax[-1,2],s). 

It follows from [4] that there exists a homeomorphism of Q onto 

Qx[-1,2] which takes s onto sx[-7,2]. Without loss of generality we can 

assume that Acs. Then apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain a continuous function 

6 : E ( Ax [ - 1 , 2 ] , s ) + H ( Q, Qx [- 1 , 2 ] ) 

such that for each FEE(Ax[-1 ,2],s), 6(F)(s) = sx[-1 ,2] and 6(F)oF(a,t) = 
= (a,t), for all (a,t)EAx[-1,2]. 

* Let G = k(Yx(Q\{p})) and note that for each FEC (AxI,X), 

6(kohoy(F))(G) is an open subset of Qx[-1,2] containing Ax[-1 ,2]. Let 

d be any metric for Q and for each FEC*(AxI,X) we let 

E(F) = lub{t \ Nt(A) x [-1,2] c 6(kohoy(F))(G)}, 

where Nt(A) = {xEQjd(A,x)<t}. It is clear that E(F) depends continuously 

on F. 

Using motions only in the [-1,2]-direction we can easily construct 

a continuous function 

* T : C ( Ax I , X ) + I ( Qx [ - 1 , 2 ] ) 

* such that for each FEC (AxI,X) and tEI, ,(F)t(sx[-1 ,2]) = sx[-1,2], 

,(F) 0 = idQx[- 1, 2]' ,(F\\(Qx[-7,2J)\(NE(F)/2 (A)x[-1,2]) = id, and 

,(F) 1(x,O) = (x,ll, for all XENE(F)/ 4(A). 

For each FEC (AxI,X) let µ(F) = 6(kohoy(F))okoh and define 

¢2 : c*(AxI,X) + I(Y) by 
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( ( j.l ( F) ) - 1 
0 L ( F) t O j.l ( F ) ' on ( j.l ( F ) ) - 1 (NE ( F) / 2 (A) X [ -1 , 2 J ) 

id, on Y'\(µ(F) )-l (NE(F)/ 2 (A)x[-1 ,2]), 

* * for all FEC (AxI,X) and tEI, For each FEC (AxI,X) and tEI define 

-1 
( ~ (F) ) -2

1 < t < 1. 
't' 1 2t-1 ' 

It is easily checked that ¢ fulfills the req_uirements for ( 7 ) of the 

theorem. 

For (2) we first recall that X can be regarded as an open subset 

of s [21]. Then since A is compact we can choose U so that for any fEU, 

the straight-line homotopy joining idA to flies in X. This gives an 

* element of C (AxI,X) which depends continuously on f and we can there-

fore apply ( 1 ) . 

Theorem 5,2. Choose K = {point}cQ and let 

be the natural function given EY restriction. Then there does not exist 

~ continuous local cross-section of pat i~. 

Proof, We will assume the contrary, that is there exists a neighborhood 

U of idK in Z(K,Q) and a continuous function q_: U + H(Q) such that 

p 0 q_ = i¾, and we seek a contradiction. This implies that there exists 

a point x0EQ, a neighborhood G of x0 in Q, and a continuous function 

¢: G + H(Q) such that ¢(x)(x0 ) = x, for every element xEG. Using techniq_ues 

from [15] there exist Hilbert cubes Q1,Q2 such that Q = Q1uQ2 ,Q1nQ2 is 

a Hilbert cube which is collared in each of Q1 and Q2 , Bd(Q1)nBd(Q2 ) = 

= Q1nQ2 , x0Eint(Q1)cQ1cG. 

Let a= <t>IQ 1 and use the fact that Q is homogeneous to get a con

tinuous function S: Q2 ➔ H(Q) such that S(x)(x0 ) = x, for all xEQ2 , Now 

note that [24] implies that Hx0 (Q) is contractible. Let y = s- 1oalQ1nQ2 , 
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where by B-l we mean B- 1(x) = (B(x))- 1EH(Q), for all XEQ. The homeomor

phism extension theorem of [2] assures us that Q2 can be viewed as a 

cone over Q1 nQ2 , 

Since y(Q 7nQ2 )cHx0 (Q), the contractibility of 

y can be extended to a continuous function 8: Q2 + 

define 8: Q + H(Q) by setting 

a ( X), for xEQ1 
e ( x) = 

Boo(x), for xEQ2 , 

H (Q) implies that 
XO 

H (Q). Then we can 
XO 

which is a continuous function satisfying 8(x)(x0 ) = x, for all xEQ. 

Choose x 1 "t- x0 and note that g: Q + Q, defined by g(x) = ¢(x)(x1), 

gives a fixed-point free map of Q into itself. This gives our contra

diction. 

6. Mappings into manifolds 

In Theorem 6.1 we prove that spaces of embeddings of compacta into 

F-manifolds are themselves F-manifolds. To treat those embeddings which 

are fixed on proper closed subsets we will have to apply Theorem 5, 1, 

In Theorem 6.2 we prove that spaces of maps and embeddings of compacta 

into Q-manifolds are F-manifolds. 

Theorem 6.1. Let A be~ compact metric space, X be an F-manifold, and 

let A0cAnX be~ proper closed subset of A (that~ A0 "t- A). Then 

(1) E(A,X) = C(A,X) (and therefore :\2;[_ [19] E(A,X) is an F-manifold) and 

(2) EA (A,X) is.§:£. F-manifold. 
0 

Proof. It follows from [19] that C(A,X) is an F-manifold. Let d be a 

metric for A and for each integer n > 0 let 

A = {fEC(A,X) I d(x,y) > and f(x) = f(y), for some X,YEA}. 
n - n 
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It is easily seen that each A is closed in C(A,X). It also easily 
n 

follows from the definition of a Z-set and Theorem 3.1 that each A is n 
a Z-set in C(A,X), for all n > O. The main result of [4] implies that 

coutable unions of Z-sets in F-manifolds are negligible. That is, 

Since E(A,X) = C(A,X)\U:=l An we have established ( 7). 

We now show that EA (A,X) is an F-manifold. As pointed out in the 
0 

Introduction we can choose a Q-manifold Y such that (X,Y) is a manifold 

pair. Using Theorem 5,1 there exists an open set U in E(A0 ,xJ containing 

idA and a continuous function 
0 

* rp: U ➔ H (Y) 

such that for each fEU, rp(f)\K = f. Let 

p: E(A,X) + E(A0 ,X) 

be given by restriction, that is p(f) = f\A0 for all fEE(A,X). Then p 

P-1 (U) is continuous and is a neighborhood of idA. We can easily define 

a homeomorphism 

-1 
8: p (U) + U x EA (A,X) 

0 

by setting 8(f) = (p(f),¢(p(f))- 10 f), for all fEp- 1(U). Since E(A0 ,xJ is now 

known to be an F-manifold we can choose U = s. Thus EA (A,X)xs is homeo-
0 

morphic to an open subset of the F-manifold E(A,X), and it is therefore 

an F-manifold. 

Now choose f 0EEA (A,X), x0EA\A0 , and put A' = A0u{x0}. Assume A'cX 
0 

and without loss of generality assume A' # A, as otherwise we would 

obviously have 

Let VcEA (A' ,X) be a neighborhood of f 0 \A' and let~: V ➔ H*(y) be a 
0 
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continuous function such that for each fEV, ~(f)\A' = f. Let 

q_: EA (A,X) 
0 

➔ EA (A',X) 
0 

be given by restriction and use an argument similar to that given above 

to show that q_- 1(v) ~ VxEA 1 (A,X). Since EA (A' ,X) is an F-manifold we 
0 

~ ( [6 ) -1 . ~ -1( ) must have V = Vxs see J , hence CJ. (V) = q V xs. From above it 

follows that q_-\v)xs is an F-manifold, thus q_- 1(V) is an F-manifold. 

Since q- 1(V) contains f 0 we are done. 

Theorem 6.2. Let A be~ non-discrete compact metric space and let Y be 

~ Q-manifold. Then 

(1) C(A,Y) is an F-manifold and 

(2) E(A,Y) = C(A,Y) 

Proof. We first show that C(A,YxI) is an F-manifold and then use the 

fact Y = Yx I to conclude that C (A, Y) is an F-manifold. We use a technique 

from [16] that was used to prove that the space of maps from a non-discrete 

compactum to a compact finite-dimensional manifold with smooth interior 

is an F-manifold. Following [76] we say that a closed subset Kofa space 

M has Isotopy Property A if there exists a homotopy H: MxI+M such that 

(1) H0 = i~, (2) for each t > O, Ht is a homeomorphism of M onto a 

closed subset of M missing K, and (3) if u > t, then Hu(M)cint(Ht(M)). 

It is shown in [16] that if K is a closed subset of M such that (7) K 

has Isotopy Property A, (2) Mxs is an F-manifold, and (3) M\K is an F

manifold, then M itself is an F-manifold. 

We will apply this techniq_ue with M = C(A,YxI) and K = M\.C(A,Yx(O, 1)). 

Clearly K is closed in Mand it follows from [20] that Mxs and M\K are 

F-manifolds. Since YxI can be isotopically deformed into Yx(0,1) we can 

use this to prove that K has Isotopy Property A. Thus C(A,Y) is an F

manifold. 

To see that E(A,Y) = C(A,Y) we use the idea of Theorem 6.1 and write 

U 00 A C(A,Y)\E(A,Y) = n=l n' where 

A = {fcC(A,Y) 
n 

d(x,y) > 1/n and f(x) = f(y), for some x,yEAL 
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To see that each A is a Z-set in C(A,Y) we can use the argument given 
n 

in Theorem 6.1 by first choosing an F-manifold XcY such that (X,Y) is a 

manifold pair, and then noting that Y can be continuously deformed into 

X with a "small" motion, thereby enabling us to use Theorem 3. 1. 

7, Deforming homeomorphism groups of Q-manifolds 

The main result of this section is Theorem 7,2, where we show how 

to locally deform the homeomorphism group of any Q-manifold to the 

identity on some neighborhood of a given compact Z-set, In Corollary 7,3 

we use this to obtain results on the local contractibility of homeomor

phism groups of certain Q-manifolds. In Theorem 7,5 we obtain a general 

factor result and in Corollary 7,6 we use it to generalize a result of 

Keesling [22], For Theorem 7,2 we will need the following technical 

lemma. 

Lemma 7,1. Let X be§_ Q-manifold and let a: H(XxQ) ➔ H(XxQ) be defined 

}2z. 

where f(x,(t 1,t 3 , ... )) = (x',(t 1,t3, ... )). Then there exists a continuous 

function¢: H(XxQ) x I ➔ H(XxQ) such that ¢(f) 0 = a(f) and cp(f).1 = f, 

for all f€H(XxQ). 

Proof. Our proof is similar to an argument used by Barit [11] to prove 

that HK(Q) is contractible, for any Z-set KcQ. It is also typical of the 

apparatus developed by Wong [28] and used by Renz [25], For each integer 

n > 1 define a : H(XxQ) ➔ H(XxQ) by 
n 

where 

f(x,(t1 ,t2'" · · ,t2n+1 't2n+3'''')) = (x' ,(t, ,t2'' · · ,t2n+1 't2n+3'' '•) ), 

Choose S€I(Q) which satisfies s0 = idQ and 
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i.e. S1 puts the first even coordinate in the second odd coordinate 

position. Define • 1 : H(XxQ) x I+ H(XxQ) by 

1 . . 1 1 
Clearly• is continuous, •o = a, and ¢ 7 = a 1• 

The idea is to repeat this process to obtain a sequence {~n} 00 of 
"' n=l 

homotopies cpn: H(XxQ) x I -+ H(XxQ) defined by 

where nSt is the natural analogue of St applied to I 2n+ 1 x I 2nT2 x •••• 

h n . . n n 
Clearly eac ¢ is continuous, ¢0 = an-l, and • 1 = an. 

Define¢: H(XxQ) x I-+ H(XxQ) so that • 1 = id and for each integer 

n > O, •IH(XxQ) x· [n~l , n:,J is just ¢n linearly scaled down from 

H(XxQ) X I to H(XxQ) X c£::2. ' _E__l J. It can be verified that ¢ is con-
n n+ 

tinuous. 

Theorem 7.2. Let Y be~ Q-manifold and let K be a compact Z-set in Y. 

Then there exists~ neighborhood GcY of Kand§_ neighborhood U of idy 

in H(Y) for which there exists§_ continuous function¢: UxI-+H(Y) which 

satisfies •o(f) = f and • 1 (f) JG= idG' for all fc:U. 

Proof. Since K is a Z-set it follows from [13] that there exists a 

homeomorphism h: Y-+YxQ such that 

h(K) c y x r 1 x {o} x I 3 x {o} x .... 

Let 

I o o x• = y x I 1 x 2 x r3 x r4 x 

and not that by [13], (X' ,YxQ) is a manifold pair. It is easily seen that 

if a is the function of Lemma 7.1, then a(f)(X') = X', for all f€H(YxQ), 

Using the result of Lemma 7 .1, applied to YxQ, and then transferring 

it back to Y (ash induces a natural homeomorphism of H(Y) onto H(YxQ)), 

we can then get a continuous function 18: H(Y) x I-+ H(Y) such that for 



a1l. fE H Y _;, , _, f K ex = 1: v! 
,1\. j .. he 

(!cnstruct ic-r: ven ::n ~ .. ern:n:a • i we can ad.di t require t.hax 

- . 

New a.pp~.y Tt~ecrerr~ . ~ tr.:: :find an oper.;. set V 1n E( K,X .::cnt 

1 and a ;:c;r:.t ir~u~·:. us t\.:;.r:.c:t 'i. 2~1 e .. ~: 1i -+ I Y such that f:.r every ft. E r:, X ,; 
r:::. 

I:1 the 

was :nade :'er 8 .... ( 
t 

for all tel. Since I Y) 1s a t0p0l0g1cal 

ustn:ent. of 

this property·. 

Let us define a ;·unction S: H(Y).., E(K,X) by S(f') = e (f)iK Then 

Bis cont1nucus and 8 
_, ~'- ., - i ' , ' 

: 1 ~ "'~PS I-\ I \, - ..... i...LK. ..L 1,l u. ~ \_ ~ is an open subset of H(Yl 

contain1r.i.g Set U~ = 

for all fEH(Y), and n:Jte that 

We need new t.C'• sh::ow that 

an cpen embedding g: M X [C, 

and define 

( f , 

~- U. ~I ➔ H(Yi by /+. 

for O '- t 

I Qi f I ·i ,-1 - . If) 
\ ., I / ''+ < i , ' b . \ , 

,:;::...,- ! i I 

for ; < t , 1, 

1 ¢0( f = ;, 
"qi" ( f) I K = 1dK. 

j_ ' i I 

there exists a compact. Q-man1 fo.Ld M 

➔ y such that Kc:g(M-'t O} J. Using the 

and 

properties l;) there exists a homeomorphism of Y onto Yx[Q, ·, J taking K 

into yx{o} ar:d (2 there exists an open embedding of Yx[O, ·:; into Q, we 

ca.11 find an open set and an open embedding u: W ~ Y such that Kc:u(WJ. 

It follows from [; 5] that there exists a locally compact polyhedron L' 

and a homeomorphism v: W ➔ L' x Q. Since u- 1 (K) is a Z-set in W we may 

adjust v so that 

' V--,,u.·-'1,'K•,·_1 c- T.' x r , 1 0 i ·" 1 ,. 1 0 , x 
y - - -1 A L ,, , 3 ' L a • • • 

Thus there exists a compact polyhedron Lc:L' such that 

1 

vwu- 1 (K) c: L x r, x {O} x I3 x {O} x .... 

Now let 1: L-+ Y be defined by 

: ' \ . -1 .. ' ) ) 1\X; = UoV \X,(0,0, ..• ,, 
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for all xEL. This is a homeomorphism of L onto a Z-set in Y. From [15] 

it follows that there exists an open embedding i: LxQx[0,1)+Y such that 

I(x,O,O) = i(x), for all xEL. Define 

for all XEL and (t 1,t 3 , ... )EI 1xr 3x .... Then j is a homeomorphism between 

Z-sets which is homotopic to the identity ( in Y). Using [8] we can extend 
·~ j to a homeomorphism j: Y + Y. Then jai: LxQx[0,1)+Y 1.s an open embedding 

~ -~ 
such that Kcj<>i(LxQx{O}). Let M = LxQ and g = j~i to fulfill our req_uire-

ments. 

Let G = g(Mx[O,~)) and use the standard Alexander trick (see [17], 

page 321) to obtain a continuous function 

such that for all fEHg(Mx{O})(Y) and tEI, 2<P 0 (f) = f, 2cp 1(f)IG = id0 , 

and 2cpt(f)IY\g(Mx[0,1)) = id. 

Now apply the construction of 1 <j) to the compact Z-set g(Mx { 0}) to 

obtain a continuous function 

(where u3 is a neighborhood of idy 1.n H(Y)) such that for each fEU 3 , 

3<P 0 (f) = f and 3<P 1(r)jg(Mx{O}) = id. Put U = u3 and let cp: UxI+H(Y) be 

defined by 

for O < t .:_ ~ 

It 1.s easily seen that <j) fulfills our req_uirements. 

Corollary 7,3, Let Y be~ compact Q-manifold. Then H(Yx[0,1)) is locally 

contractible. 
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frcm 1rhecrem T. 2 ( 1 def0!'m1r:g a 

tc. {O using the Alexander trick, 

.In of the recer.t result that H(MJ 1s locally contract1b:::..e 

where M 1s a fini <;;,e-dimensional manifold, 1 t wou::Cd be 

reasonable to ask 1f the factor [o,i; in Corollary 8.3 cou~d be om1t~ed. 

i•'"• If y ~ corr.pact Q-rnanifold, then 1s H(Y locallv con-

tractible (and f·a~+- or F ""B"'~ fol" 1 '? ___;:;:_,:_ _,...._.L - .... .i. .... .L .... u ; .. 

Theorem 7,5, (X,Y is any manifold pair, then 

* - H l Y) XS, 

Proof. Choose any and let 

* p: n lY) + X 

* be defined by p(f) = f(x0 ), for all fEH (Y). It follows from [ 15] that 

there exists an embedding g: Q -+ Y such that Bd(g( QJ) = g( W) and g( 0 j = x0 , 

where 

Using the apparatus of [13] we can additionally require that g(s) = 

= g(Q\W)nX. It follows from [2] that there exists a homeomorphism of Q 

onto itself which takes suW onto s. Thus Theorem 4.1 can be applied to 

obtain a continuous function 

~: s -i- H (Q) 
w 

such that qi(x)(O) = x and ¢(x)(s) = s, for all xEs. Put U = g(s) and we use ; 

to obtain a continuous function 

* 8: U-+ H (Y) 

so that 8(x)(x0 ) = x, for all xEU. Define 
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by 

* . * where H (U) = H (U)nH (U). It is clear that¢ is a homeomorphism. Since 
XO XO 

* the choice of x0 was arbitrary it follows that H (Y) is a separable 

manifold modeled on H* (Y)xs. (We assume, without loss of generality, 
XO 

*()~ *(· that Y is connected. Thus H Y = H Y), for all x0 ,x1EX.) 
XO x1 

It can be shown that if Mis a separable metric space, then any 

separable manifold N modeled on Mxs admits ans-factor, This does not 

appear explicitly in [26], but it can be established from the apparatus 

given there. In the notation of [26], one would have to prove that N 

satisfies Property P locally and then apply Theorem 3,5 of [26]. Using 
s 

this result it then follows that H*(y) admits ans-factor. 

Corollary 7.6. (Keesling [22]). For the manifold pair (s,Q), 

H* ( Q) = H* ( Q) X s. 

8. Homeomorphisms on cells 

In Corollary 8.2 we apply Theorem 6.1 to obtain a short proof of 

Anderson's theorem that H0(I 1) = s [3]. In Question 8.3 we pose an open 

question which, if answered affirmatively, would imply that H0(In) = s, 

for all n > O. The proof of Corollary 8.2 involves a selection theorem 

of Morse which we summarize in Theorem 8.1. For a detailed treatment see 

[20]. 

Let A be a compact metric space, A0cA be a closed subset, and let 

(X,d) be a metric space for which A0cx, By SA (A,X) we mean the collection 
0 

of all subsets B of X for which there exists a homeomorphism h: A+B satisfying 

h\A0 = id. Topologize SA (A,X) by defining, for each pair B,CESA (A,X), 
0 0 

p(B,C) = glb{d(h,idB) I h: B + C is a homeomorphism, hiA0 = id}, 
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where d(h,idB) = lub{d(h(x),x) I xEB}. Then (SA (A,X),p) is easily seen 
0 

to be a metric space. Define 

p: EA (A,X) ➔ SA (A,X) 
0 0 

by p(f) = f(A), for all fEEA (A,X), Then pis continuous and each fiber 
0 

p- 1(B} is homeomorphic to H (A). The following is essentially due to 
AO 

Morse [24]. 

Theorem 8.1. (Morse [24]). If A= r1 and A0 = 81 1, then there exists a 

continuous cross-section of p. 

Corollary 8.2. (Anderson [3]). H0(r 1) - s. 

1 
Proof. Assume I= r·cs and let 

be defined as above. Theorem 8.1 gives a continuous function 

such that pcq =id.Then 

defined by ¢(f) = (p(f),(q(p(f)))- 1of), gives a homeomorphism. Theorem 

6.1 implies that E61 (I,s) is an F-manifold and it is easily seen that 

E81 (I,s) is contractible (in fact, Theorem 5,1 implies that 

E(I,s) ~ s x E81 (r,s) = E81 (r,s)). It then follows from [21] that 

E81 (I,s) = s. By a trick of West [27] we have H0(r) x s ~ s. 

To see that H0(I) = H0(r) x s (and to avoid the use of [20]) we can 

easily obtain a homeomorphism~ of H0(r) onto 
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posed to an element of H0([0,~]) and f 2 is similarly defined. Repeating 

this process infinitely often we can easily obtain a homeomrophism of 

H0(I) onto 

[ ( 0, 1 ) x ( 0, 1 / 2) x ( O, 1 / 3) x •.• ] x [ Ho ( [ 1 / 2, 1 ] ) XHO ( [ 1 / 3, 1 / 2]) xHO ( [ 1 / 4, 1 /3]) x ••• J. 

n We remark that if Theorem 8.1 were true for I , n > 1, then the 

proof of Corollary 8.2 would apply to prove that H0 (In) = s. 

Question 8.3, Assume Ines and let 

be defined El_ p(f) = f(In). ~ p have~ continuous cross-section (n > 1 )? 
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